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ELITE MUSIC MENTOR PRESENTS

MIKE MORENO

Mike Moreno is a critically acclaimed jazz guitarist renowned for his unique style and compelling 

sound. He has toured and collaborated with several prominent musicians in jazz today, including 

Joshua Redman, Nicholas Payton, Stefon Harris, Gretchen Parlato, Lizz Wright, Kendrick Scott, 

Will Vinson, Meshell N’Degecello, and Robert Glasper. He has also recorded and performed with 

mainstream artists such as Bilal and Q-Tip. In this masterclass Mike will demonstrate his thought 

process regarding several critical areas of  jazz guitar performance: voicings, finding your own 

stylstyle, developing a great time feel, solo guitar, picking technique, and linear improvisation 

methods. Mike emphasizes listening and studying jazz music closely alongside gradually 

fashioning your own unique style and approach to the music.



ASK YOUR MENTOR

STAY UP TO DATE
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As a member of  Elite Music 

Mentor, you’re not only paying for

the incredible content but also for

a complete interactive experience

with our community. Do not 

hesitate to post your questions

on our on our “Ask Your Mentor” section.

There are no stupid questions!

The best and most active user will

be chosen every month to recieve

one free masterclass of  their choice.

Our mentors will periodically

answer all of  your questions

directly and guide directly and guide you through the

learning process. Together, we can

tackle and conquer all of  our music

goals and aspirations.

Join us on your musical journey. Follow us on social media to stay up to date with new

masterclasses releases, live music footage of  our artists, and much more. Let us know how we’re

doing or if  there is anything you’d like us to improve about our platform. Our mission is to 

create a flourishing community of  mentors and students who are as passionate about music as 

we are and dedicated to nurture the live music scene and elevate the quality of  music education. 

@EliteMusicMentor @EliteMusicMentor @E_MusicMentor Elite Music Mentor
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Chapter I
 

Mike demonstrates how to make the most out of  common 
jazz chords while focusing on strong voice leading, melodicism, 
and rhythm.

The Art of Comping�
Voicings
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The Art 
of Comping:
Voicings
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For Mike, the most important feature for comping is good 

voicings and good rhythm. Mike encourages his students to 

eliminate “vanila” stock voicings that, to him, don’t sound like 

they would appear on any jazz record. He demonstrates that 

common guitar chord book voicings that are too often played 

do not actually sound like the music most want to play. For 

instance instance voicings with perfect fifths on the bottom. (Maj7, 

Minor 7 and Dominant 7 chords) Furthermore once better 

voicings are acquired you can get a lot of  mileage simply by 

playing parts of  the chord and leaving out certain notes. Mike 

insists that you experiment with these basic shapes.

After experimenting with strong, simple voicings, Mike 

suggests practicing these chords with a metronome, focusing 

on creating a consistent on creating a consistent groove. For jazz tunes, Mike practices 

over a metronome with the click on 2 and 4. Also, Mike 

prefers using his fingers to pluck all the notes of  the chord 

simultaneously rather than raking the strings with a pick. To 

Mike, using his fingers creates a more percussive and pianistic 

sound. Mike suggests using a combination of  short and long 

attacks to vary the rhythmic duration of  the chords through 

yyour accompaniment.   

Finally, Mike states that nomenclature and the type of  voicing

isn’t important as long as there is good voice leading. Mike 

looks for logical flow within the inner voices and a strong

melodic shape with the top voice. Mike’s closing thought is 

not to copy-cat his ideas but only use his concepts as 

guidance as you develop your own comping approach.
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“You have to discover
your sound and what
you want.”
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� 
The Art 
of Comping:
Voicings

VOICE LEADING

•  Confirmation Progression with basic but strong jazz
    voicings (4:50)

•   Add appropriate extensions and alterations to create
     melodic shape in your top voicing (5:40)

•   A dominant chord with a 13b9 resolves to a major chord
    (6:30)

•   A dominant •   A dominant chord with a #5 resolves better to a minor
    chord (7:23)

Refer to the next section for transcriptions.
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The Art 
of Comping:
Voicings
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VOICE LEADING

•   Choose a diatonic Standard to workout voicing throughout.
    (Like Someone in Love, Confirmation, It Could Happen to 
    You, etc.)

•   Add extensions and alterations to the chords according 
    to the melody you’d like to hear in your comping.

•   Use the next page to work out some ii-V comping ideas
     that      that you can use in any tune.

ASK YOUR MENTOR

Interact with other users on the website and ask questions! 
Our mentors will answer all your questions and help you 
through your musical journey. The best student will be
selected each month to recieve one free masterclass of  
their choice.    

Elite Music Mentor Mike Moreno 49
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The Art 
of Comping:
Voicings

USING THE METRONOME & 
CHORD TEXTURES

•   F Confirmation Progression with basic but strong jazz
    voicings play-through using a metronome.

•   Using fingers vs pick: advantages and disadvantages.

•   Long/short, accented, smooth, and other dynamics.

•   Voice leading with 3rds and 7ths only.

•   Moving voicings through a progression and connecting
    ideas logicall    ideas logically.

Refer to the next section for transcriptions.
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� 
Using the Metronome & Chord Textures - Transcriptions V
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The Art 
of Comping:
Voicings

USING THE METRONOME & 
CHORD TEXTURES
)PNFXPSL

•   Play through the progression you chose in the previous

    subchapter using a metronome. Focus on groove.

•   Experiment with different note durations.

•   You don’t need to use 3 or 4 note voicings all the time. 

    Break it up by using 3rd and 7th voicings or other intervals 

    within the chord shape.

•   M•   Move your voicings logically. Use melodies and 

    embelishments.

ASK YOUR MENTOR

Interact with other users on the website and ask questions! 

Our mentors will answer all your questions and help you 

through your musical journey. The best student will be

selected each month to recieve one free masterclass of  

their choice.    
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The Art 
of Comping:
Voicings

RHYTHM & MELODY

•   Nomenclature and “type” of  voicing doesn’t matter, just

     its sound and if  there is good voice leading (16:09)

•   You may need to come up with your own ideas for

     chords and voice leading that works for you (18:05)

•   You must discover your own sound based on what you’d

     like to hear in your music (18:50)

RHYTHM & MELODY
)PNFXPSL

•   On the following page, write down some new chord

    voicing ideas that go beyond the basic jazz voicings

    Mike demonstrated in the video. Think of  ways to 

    incorporate these ideas in your comping.

ASK YOUR MENTOR

Interact with other users on the website and ask questions! 

Our mentors will answer all your questions and help you 

through your musical journey. The best student will be

selected each month to recieve one free masterclass of  

their choice.    
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Rhythm & Melody - Ideas
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